Transfer Neuroscience Major Timeline at UCLA

Use your Degree Audit (DARS) on MyUCLA to help you keep track of your degree requirements.

Year 1
Finish remaining courses in chemistry, physics, and life sciences. Transfer students often need to complete some of the following courses:

- Chem 30B, 30BL
- Physics 6B, 6C
- LS 3, LS 23L, LS 4

Work on other UCLA and College requirements:

- American History
- Foreign Language
- 13 general upper division units (3 classes)
- Any remaining GE's if you did not complete IGETC
- Remaining Writing courses if you did not complete IGETC

- Finish prep classes for graduate or professional school
- Chem 153A, Chem 153L
- SRP 99 if you are planning to do NS 199AB
- NS Elective that does not require NS m101A

Note: Try to save one of these courses to take in Fall Quarter with NS m101A and NS 102.

Summer

Anything you are not able to complete during Year 1

Year 2
Fall: NS m101A; NS 102 (or summer); 
Winter: NS m101B; NS 101L or 199A; NS Elective
Spring: NS m101C; NS Elective or NS 199B; NS Elective